


About Alto Towers…
Alto Towers is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of access towers and platforms. 

Our products are in daily use with some of the world’s leading industrial and 

commercial companies as well as major plant and tool h ire specialists.

At our ISO 9001 accredited facility in Redditch, 

England, we have made significant investments in the 

ongoing research and development of a wide range of 

innovative and resilient aluminium access solutions 

that deliver a longer operational life, low cost of 

ownership and an improved return on investment 

compared to other solutions.

We design and manufacture a complete range of 

access solutions to meet the requirements of every 

application or budget. We offer a choice of heavy 

duty or medium duty access towers & platforms 

that provide industry leading levels of strength, 

rigidity and resilience and deliver an extended 

operational life and greater return on investment in 

a wide range of commercial and industrial 

applications.

Our low level access range provides convenient, 

cost-effective compliance for your workforce. All 

products meet the requirements for working 

safely at heights below 2 metres with fully 

guarded platforms & raked steps. The range is 

designed for easy storage and transportation.

We also provide our unique, industry-leading 

Stairwell Towers for domestic or commercial 

applications utilising innovative walk through 

frames that operate in all configurations 

enabling the safe use of stairways in an 

emergency and help to keep your work site 

moving.



Heavy Duty Range

HD S/W 1.8m Ladderspan Tower 

HD 1.8m Stair Tower 

Alto Heavy Duty Tower range has led the way since its creation nearly 40 years ago. 

Designed by a team of specialist engineers & predominantly sold into the h ire 

industry, the Alto HD Tower range is the pinnacle of safe, strong, durable 

working-at-height access.

The Alto HD Tower is also known as the Industrial Tower. As the 

names suggest, it is designed to cope with the toughest 

environments and built to last.

 

The only tower on the market to use 3mm thick, 48mm dia. 

aluminium tube, the Alto HD Tower range is the ultimate 

mobile access system in terms of strength, rigidity and 

durability. This tube th ickness means it is far less susceptible to 

denting, crushing and  general wear & tear damage. When using 

the tower at h igher levels, the tower feels grounded, 

sturdier.....safer. The use of 48mm dia. tube also means that it can be 

directly tied in using standard scaffold fittings without causing costly 

damage to the components.

The HD Range is available in 2 product configurations - the HD Ladderspan Tower & the HD Stair Tower. The Ladderspan 

tower is configured with welded-in vertical ladders to gain access to the working platform. The Stair Tower is constructed 

with diagonal stairs. Both towers are fully certified to EN1004:2004 meaning they can be erected to 8m outdoors and 

12m indoors without  being tied-in. Many of the components are also common between the 2 configurations adding 

additional flexibility if both systems are ran side-by-side.

0.8m, 1.4m or 2m 

wide towers give 

complete flexibility

3widths

1.8m or 2.7m long 

platforms on Ladder 

Tower. 1.8m long on 

Stair Tower

2lengths

tube means it is 

instantly compatible 

with scaffold fittings

48mm dia.

tube wall means the 

components are 4x 

more resistant to 

denting & crushing 

3mm thick

in bending & 5x 

stronger in tension 

thanks to fully welded 

joints throughout

13x stronger



Medium Duty Range

MD Stairwell Tower 

MD D/W 2.4m Ladderspan Tower 

MD D/W 1.6m Ladderspan Tower 

The Alto Medium Duty Ladderspan Tower is the ideal mobile access tower for 

commercial applications where the extreme strength of the heavy duty range is 

not required. Available in 2 platform lengths and 2 frame widths, the Alto MD 

Tower range is perfect for general use in the h ire industry and end-users who 

require the ownership of a tower.

Even though the Alto Medium Duty tower is regarded as our "lightweight" 

range, the tower still has greater strength and durability than the other towers 

on the market today.

 

Made with 2mm thick extruded aluminium tube and having all joints fully 

welded, the Medium Duty tower has the reliability and longevity that the 

industry and our customers come to expect from the Alto brand.

 

The MD tube's distinctive "ribbed" appearance on the frames, braces and 

stabilisers easily marks it out from other tower brands on sites.

Manufactured to EN1004-2004, the Alto MD tower allows a 2000kg tower 

loading. Free- standing access up to 12m platform working heights indoors and 

8m outdoors is possible.

 

Just like the rest of the Alto access range, the Alto MD Tower is manufactured 

using 48mm dia. extruded aluminium tube, meaning that the tower is fully 

compatible with scaffolding systems. This makes the task of tying in to 

structures using standard scaffold fittings far easier and cheaper.  No bespoke, 

specialist couplings and parts need to be sourced - just off-the-shelf gear.

The Alto MD Stairwell Tower is a single-man tower designed specifically for the 

use on domestic & commercial staircases. With a free-standing platform 

working height of upto 6m, and more if the tower is tied in, the Alto Stairwell 

Tower is the industry leading solution for safe access in these difficult 

locations.

The Alto Stairwell Tower is designed & manufactured using the same 

aluminium extrusions as the MD Ladderspan Tower. This means you get the 

same strength, durability and performance that you can trust, embodied in a 

compact footprint.

 

Our innovative walk-through base frames uniquely allow continued access to 

the staircase whilst the tower is assembled in all configurations. A clip-on 

ladder is used to gain access through the trapdoor when required.

MD Stairwell Tower



The Alto Room Scaffold is designed to put operatives safely at height at 

lower levels than the Alto MD Ladderspan Tower, whilst incorporating 

a compact design, and less component pieces. Ideal for end-user 

ownership or part of a h ire fleet, the Alto Room Scaffold is perfect for 

indoor height access or use on level outdoor areas.

The two-man mini tower is available in 2 platform lengths - 1.6m or 

2.4m long and provides platform working heights of upto 1.75m. The 

Alto Room Scaffold also possesses the same loading capacity as the 

Alto MD tower.

The Room Scaffold Frame has an innovative locking, folding frame 

design that not only braces the tower permanently when deployed, but 

also reduces the total number of components required. All other items 

that accompany the folding frame are from the standard Alto MD Tower 

range. This means the Room Scaffold is a perfect addition to a h ire fleet 

running the MD products.

Room Scaffold Frame

1.6m Room Scaffold Frame 

The Alto Industrial Podium is the ultimate in safe, low level access for a 

single operative. Manufactured using the same extrusion as the Alto 

MD tower range, th is product is designed with the h ire industry or 

serious end-user in mind.

The Alto Industrial Podium is a fully PAS250 compliant one-man low 

level access tower that gives a variable platform working height of up 

to 0.75m. An optional hop-up platform is also available that gives a 

short duration platform working height of 1 metre. A compact, 

versatile, practical access unit.

The Alto Podium is supplied with slip-resistant feet and offset wheels 

that conform to the PAS250 anti-surf requirement. The Podium is also 

available with an optional base booster giving an increase platform 

working height of 1.5m for unlimited periods, or 1.75m for a short 

period using the hop-up platform. Compact stabilisers are also supplied 

when the base booster unit is chosen for ultimate stability.

Industrial Podium

Ind. Podium c/w Booster Frame 

The Alto Access range also includes smaller, low-level access products designed specifically for safe access below 2m. 

Perfect for internal fit-out work in offices and homes, the Alto Low Level products are the perfect choice for h ire shops 

and end-users alike.

Low Level Access



Specifications…
Heavy Duty - 

Ladderspan Tower

Medium Duty

Ladderspan Tower
Stairwell Tower Industrial Podium Room Scaffold

Tower Length 1.8m & 2.7m 1.8m 1.6m & 2.4m 1.2m 1.6m & 2.4m

Tower Width

Single - 0.8m

Double - 1.4m

Treble - 2.1m

Single - 0.8m

Double - 1.38m
0.7m 0.55m 0.74m

Max Platform Height

Outdoor - freestanding

Indoor - Freestanding

Tied In

8m

12m

30m +

-

6m

20m +

Platform Loading

2kn/m2 (40lb/sq’)

1.8m – 212kg

2.7m – 324kg

2kn/m2 (40lb/sq’)

1.6m – 186kg

2.4m – 282kg

130kg 120kg

Max Tower Loading

Castors

Base Plates

2500kg

3000kg

2000kg

2000kg

-

750kg

120kg

120kg

Toe Boards 1 piece folding
aluminium set

Wooden set n/a

Stabilisation Variable Geometry
Fixed Stabilisation

Optional, but essential
if pulpit used on
booster frame

Max No. Working

Levels
6

Single Width - 5

Double Width - 4

Single Width – 3

Double Width - 3
3

1 full time platform + 
1 short duration

platform

Heavy Duty -

Stair Tower

Double - 1.4m

8m

12m

30m +

8m

12m

30m +

1 piece folding
aluminium set

1 piece folding
aluminium set

2500kg

3000kg

Variable Geometry
Fixed Stabilisation

Variable Geometry
Fixed Stabilisation

Variable Geometry
Fixed Stabilisation

2kn/m2 (40lb/sq’)

1.8m – 212kg

2.7m – 324kg

2kn/m2 (40lb/sq’)

1.6m – 186kg

2.4m – 282kg

1 piece folding
aluminium set

Variable Geometry
Fixed Stabilisation

0.6m

1.75m*

1.75m*

-

1.75m

1.75m

-

As Platform Loading

-

1

UK based manufacturers of the Alto Tower Access Products
& Alto Seating range of spectator equipment.

Unit 19, Howard Road, Redditch, Worcestershire. B98 7SE, UK

Lakeside Industries Ltd

t: +44(0)1527 500577  e: sales@lakeside-industries.co.uk
w: www.lakeside-industries.co.uk

If you require any further information or you would like a quotation,
please contact a member of our team today!

* 1.75m for short durations, 1.5m full-time durations
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